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Alliance for Strong Families and Communities

is a strategic action network of thousands of committed social sector leaders driving to achieve our vision of a healthy and equitable society through the excellence, distinction, and influence of our network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Health and Well-Being</th>
<th>Education Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic Opportunity</td>
<td>Safety and Resilience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Network

Accelerate
Aggregate
Incubate
AS THE WORLD TURNS
The Keys to Ensuring All People Flourish

- Building Health and Well-Being Through the Lens of Equity
- Ecosystems Are Our New Frontier
- Advancing Neurosciences
- Big Data and Analytics
- ???
Building Health and Well-Being Through the Lens of Equity

- Moving from program thinking to systems change thinking
- Equity and fundamental attribution error
- Adaptive Leadership required
- Pull ALL four levers
Building Health and Well-Being Through the Lens of Equity

- Moving from program thinking to systems change thinking
- Equity and fundamental attribution error
- Adaptive Leadership required
- Pull ALL four levers
Ecosystems Are Our New Frontier

- We can only achieve breakthrough results TOGETHER
- The power of leverage to generate resources
- The larger role of community-based human service organizations
- Integration through the lived experience of those we serve
Any complex, difficult social problem is best solved not in either the public or the private sector, but rather by both sectors working together, in earnest, to bring resolution.
Ecosystems Are Our New Frontier

• We can only achieve break through results TOGETHER

• The power of leverage to generate resources

• The larger role of community based human service organizations

• Integration through the lived experience of those we serve
Advancing Neurosciences

- ACEs/Toxic stress
- Building adult capabilities
- Super Power of Coaching and “Wrap Around” as orientation
Big Data and Analytics

- The power of cross system integrated data
- Predictive modeling and artificial intelligence
- Study Variation in practice and context
The Keys to Ensuring All People Flourish
Impartiality, Forgiveness, Empathy, Respect, Trust, Cherish, Friendship, Person-centered, Appreciation, Voice, Confidence, Reciprocity, Unconditional, LOVE, Building Health and Well-Being Through the Lens of Equity, Big Data and Analytics, Ecosystems Are Our New Frontier, Advancing Neurosciences
AS THE WORLD TURNS
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